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Abstract

In order to enable a smooth transition to product line development for an organization that so far
only performed single system development, it is necessary to keep as many of the existing notations
and approaches in place as possible.

This requires adaptability of the basic variability management approach to the specific situation at
hand. In this paper we describe an approach that enables homogenous variability management across
the different lifecycle stages, independent of the specific notation. The approach is accompanied by
a meta-model and a process for introducing the variability management approach by developing a
notation-independent representation. This approach has so far been applied in several cases where
our Product Line engineering method PuLSE™ has been introduced into a software development
organization.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Variability Managementis a concern that arises in Product Line Engineering throughout
all lifecycle phases. It can actually be seen asthe key feature that distinguishes Product
Line Engineering from other approaches to software development [9].

Product Line Engineering [4,10,49] is an approach that aims at exploiting reuse
potential between products developed in an organization by identifying the commonalities
between the products and systematizing the variabilities. In Product Line Engineering,
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variabilities have to be identified, modeled, stored, resolved, instantiated and changed. So,
variabilities have to be managed throughout the whole product line engineering lifecycle.

This requires a comprehensive approach to the management of variability that can be
applied throughout the various lifecycle stages, their artifacts, and their accompanying
notations in an universal manner. Moreover, in order to enable a smooth transition to
product line development for an organization that so far only performed single system
development, it is necessary to keep as many of the existing notations and approaches
in place as possible. For this reason, we developed a customizable approach to full
lifecycle variability management. This allows to practically apply the approach in a
wide range of industrial settings. This is particularly motivated by our industrial projects
using the PuLSE-approach [3,4], as there we needed an approach that enables us to
homogeneously manage variability across the different lifecycle stages, independent of
the specific notation. PuLSE is a modular and customizable product line engineering
method that provides a complete framework that covers the whole software product
line development lifecycle, including reuse infrastructure construction, usage, and
evolution.

In this paper, we will discuss this approach to variability management including the
meta-model it is based on and the fundamental assumptions and concepts on which it
relies. We will describe a process for introducing our variability management approach by
developing a representation-specific representation and describe our experiences with the
approach in different areas like textual modeling, the Unified Modeling Language UML™
or implementation.

The paper is structured as follows. InSection 2we describe the requirements on
a variability management approach, including the elements such an approach needs to
have and the requirements such an approach has to support. InSection 3we describe
related work on variability management approaches supporting variability in different
stages of the software development lifecycle. InSection 4we present our approach to
systematic variability management and provide the basis for this approach with the meta-
model described inSection 5. We present the process for developing a representation-
specific variability description approach inSection 6, share our experiences with different
applications of the variability management approach and the process inSection 7and
conclude the paper inSection 8.

2. Requirements on the approach

In order to define a systematic approach for variability management, we need to first
define what our interpretation of variability management is. Throughout the paper, we will
use the following definition:

Variability managementencompasses the activities of explicitly representing
variability in software artifacts throughout the lifecycle, managing dependences
among different variabilities, and supporting the instantiation of the variabilities.

Using this definition we can regard variability management as THE necessary addition
that arises in the representation of product lines over single system concerns.
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In our practical work, we are focusing on the introduction of a product line approach
in an organization that so far performed only single system development. This is a quite
common situation in the context of Fraunhofer IESE where we do technology transfer to
different contexts. In order to facilitate the introduction of the variability concepts we like
to keep the existing notations and processes as far as possible in place. So, for example, if
an organization performs a text-based requirements process, we may often keep the text-
based process and augment it with variability concepts. Later on, after the variability issues
have been widely understood and accepted we then move to a more formal notation like
the UML. In other cases we developed an extension of a graphical notation, to which we
added variability concepts by adding notational elements along with a decision model [40].

On the other hand we must support variability throughout the lifecycle. Thus, it is
necessary to map the same variability in a consistent manner to the various artifacts like
requirements or code, in order to widely apply it in industrial practice.

For example, when we introduced Product Line engineering methods in the company
context described inSection 7.1, we had to consider the following factors. In order to
describe variability between the planned products we had to integrate variability into
the requirements, the architecture and the implementation. We had to make sure that the
developers and engineers understand and use the notation and had to provide mechanisms
for deriving applications. When for example modeling requirements on the printing domain
of the systems of this company we had to consider different binding times for different
requirements (e.g. the printer drivers have to be determined at compile time, the decision
for a certain page width can be left open until installation time or even until run time). We
also had to consider and model different relations between the possible variation points
(e.g. if a certain printer driver is selected the page width cannot be larger than 58 mm).

This breadth of issues that must be addressed together with the fact that we need to be
able to address basically any kind of underlying process and notations led us to develop a
very general approach to variability management.

In particular, we see five main issues that should be addressed by a variability
management technique:

1. The definition of variation points in the base artifacts.
2. The definition of elements that can be potentially bound to these variation points.
3. The definition of the relation among variation points and potentially bound elements.
4. The definition of constraints among potential variation point bindings, that restrict the

potential instantiations.
5. A selection mechanism to define the elements that should go into a specific product.

This selection mechanism can support manual selection but also be tool supported.

Any comprehensive approach to variability management must support these
requirements. However, many approaches are very restricted in their support of some of
these requirements.

Besides these basic technical requirements addressing the notation, we derived some
further requirements on a variability management approach from our experience in
industrial transfer projects:

• The approach must be notation-independent.
This requirement aims at supporting variability management in a variety of contexts.
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• The approach must be applicable to all kinds of lifecycle artifacts.
In order to perform a homogeneous and particularly traceable management of

artifacts throughout the lifecycle we aim at an approach that can be systematically
applied throughout the lifecycle.

• The approach must support traceability of variabilities both horizontally and vertically:
– horizontally means that we must be able to trace a variability to the various places

within a lifecycle artifact, where it has an impact;
– vertically means that we want to be able to trace a variability in one lifecycle stage

to corresponding variabilities in artifacts of other lifecycle stages.
In order to systematically maintain and evolve variability, we must be able to trace any
impact of variability on the artifacts we are building.

• It must be possible to hierarchically structure the approach.
This is necessary in order to keep the approach scalable.

We developed an approach that satisfies these requirements. This approach draws on
earlier work like [15,39,40] and is based in a meta-model for variability management that
describes how the artifacts that we use are built and instantiated.

3. Related work

Systematic variability management has been an issue within product line engineering
approaches for some time. Different approaches exist that differ in their degree of coverage
of lifecycle stages (for one stage, multi-stage or full lifecycle support) and in their notation
dependency (general, notation-independent approaches or specific approaches that use a
fixed notation).

Different proposals have been made for full lifecycle management of variability using
decision models [2,27]. However, these approaches are always related to a specific
notation. There are three exceptions we found so far: the Synthesis approach [28,41],
which is described in a manner independent of the specific notation, the approach presented
by Muthig in [35], which provides a notation-independent meta-model, and the SPLIT-
method [14] that can be used with different notations.

One of the key principles of the Synthesis approach is abstraction-based reuse [28],
which provides a means for representing a product family as a set of adaptable work
products and for deriving instances of those work products that represent a particular
system. An adaptable work product concisely represents a set of similar items that vary
in well defined ways. Within Synthesis, a decision modeling process is integrated, that
defines the abstract form (concepts, decisions, and structure) of an application modeling
notation. A decision model defines the set of requirements and engineering decisions
that an application engineer must resolve in order to describe and construct a product
and determine the extent of variation that is possible among the systems of the domain.
Equivalently, these decisions determine the form and content of the work products that
comprise each system. With the help of the decision model, a set of presentation paradigms
is identified by considering the ways domain experts generally represent various problem
facets in a manner consistent with the decision hierarchy defined in the decision model.
Different from the approach described here, the decision model has to exist in order to
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build a representation of variability, there are no binding times specified in the model
and the decision model in Synthesis does not provide means for a hierarchical description
of variabilities and decisions. Furthermore, an explicit tool support is not given in the
synthesis approach.

The approach of Muthig [35] that has influenced our approach describes an approach
for notation-independent introduction of product lines. The approach is a general and
lightweight product line approach, including the description of general product line
artifacts, including a decision model. The decision model is built up and used during
the domain engineering phase and instantiated during the application engineering phase.
Different to the approach we describe here, the approach by Muthig focuses more
on selecting an existing approach that is suitable for the context of an organization
that wants to introduce product line engineering than on extending existing modeling
and implementation mechanisms with elements that make it possible to model and use
variability. The approach by Muthig has been validated in different projects and in a case
study and is also strongly related to the PuLSE method. The approach by Muthig and the
approach we describe here complement each other in a way that the approach by Muthig
focuses more on the incremental introduction, so on the phase of transition to product lines,
whereas our approach focuses more on using product line methods with a comprehensive
variability modeling approach.

In the SPLIT approach [13,14], no particular notation for the description of product
line assets is assumed; the approach was used with an extension of UML as object
technology that has proven to be useful and efficient in the context of SPLIT. SPLIT
uses a multi-level decision model that defines rules for centralizing decisions needed
to unequivocally identify one single product of the product line by making relations
between decisions explicit. The global decision model is a hierarchical decomposition of
the variation point level, the asset level and the core asset level. Different to our approach,
no support is given to apply the SPLIT approach in an environment that does not use UML.
Although SPLIT is intentionally described as notation independent, it strongly relates to
UML.

An approach that covers more lifecycle stages and is partially independent of a fixed
notation but uses XML as the underlying representation is the approach by Becker [5]. The
approach uses a general model to express variability in product lines and instantiates the
model with the help of VSL and XML. With the help of this model and the transformations
described in his work, it is possible to express variability in the whole lifecycle. Anyway,
the artifacts built with the approach have to support XML extensions and are not possible
to use in an environment without XML support, e.g. where no tool support is needed or
possible. So, although this approach supports full lifecycle variability management it is not
totally independent of the notation. This approach has been applied in the area of embedded
systems for automobiles and was used in a tooling environment with Rational Reqisite Pro
and Rational Rose extended with their own tools [48].

Several approaches exist that do variability modeling and management for a single
lifecycle stage or for two stages and that use a specific notation. Approaches exist that
describe how to extend existing modeling, design and implementation mechanisms in
order to express variability. In most cases those mechanisms are strongly related to the
specific technique that is extended. The techniques can be distinguished into text-based
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extensions, extensions that are based on different parts of UML, dealing with requirements,
architecture or design models and techniques extending implementation mechanisms.

Text-based techniques either suggest a special structure for writing down the
requirements on a product line, like the commonality analysis [49] or they extend textual
use cases [7,25]. UML-based techniques [2,7,20,25,31,32,34,45] are proposed. Feature-
oriented approaches like FODA [27] or specific design-based approaches have been
proposed [8,17], and of course, implementation mechanisms have been studied [1,18,23,
36]. The approach by Svahnberg and van Gurp [43,46] covers more than one lifecycle
but takes only architectural and implementation variability into account and describes an
approach that uses features as the basic entity of variability, so the approach is notation
independent on the architecture and implementation side but by using features it is
not independent of the requirements notation. Furthermore, binding times earlier than
architectural binding are ignored.

Variability Management has also been studied in areas other than software engineering.
For example, configuration-based approaches like [29] exist. The dynamic constraint
solving problem DCSP [33] is strongly related to variability management. Techniques
in this area have been applied for the configuration of technical systems [19,24]. The
applicability of constraint techniques for variability modeling has been recognized [21]
and is currently being investigated, e.g. in the ConIPF project [12]. Different techniques for
handling the different problem areas in variability management have been identified [21].
For example, phases and strategies can be used to represent binding times in order to
support product derivation and compositional relations can be used to represent relations
between variation points. Although the applicability of different techniques has been
identified there is no integrated approach for variability management yet, only first ideas
have been presented [22]. Constraint techniques can provide support in the systematic
derivation of products but do not give support on the whole process of variability
management, like, for example, finding a mapping from an existing representation to the
variability notation or capturing different binding times.

The approach that we present here overcomes the shortcomings of existing
approaches by proposing a notation-independent approach to full lifecycle variability
management.

4. Systematic variability management

An approach to comprehensive variability management needs to address from our point
of view the different requirements defined inSection 2.

Of course there are many different ways of supporting variability management on the
different levels of artifacts. A taxonomy and a good overview of such approaches can be
found in [43].

The approach we will discuss in this section is characterized by the following aspects:

• Decisions on variability can be expressed on a high level, i.e., independent of the specific
variation in an artifact.

• Decisions can be described in a way that is on a rather abstract level, enabling people to
describe variability in a very general manner.
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Fig. 1. The variability management approach.

The combination of these aspects differentiates this approach from most other
approaches to variability management.

The specific approach to variability management we propose consists of the following
components (cf.Fig. 1):

1. A decision model as a basis for characterizing the effects of variability.
2. A mechanism to describe interactions among different decisions.
3. A mechanism to describe the relation between variation points and the specific decisions

(or group of decisions) on which the resolution of the variability depends.
4. A common (maximal) set of selector types.
5. An accompanying mapping of the selector types to the specific notation to express the

variation points in the artifacts.

Only the last point, the mapping, has to be adapted to the specific representation
technique. The other parts as well as the semantic interrelation among them are
independent of the specific representation approach. This situation is illustrated inFig. 1.
The first four parts of the approach are identical in all applications, only the specific
mapping must be adapted and modified. For example, in the example of modeling a printer
domain in an embedded systems context mentioned inSection 2, we can use the notation
that is used in the organisation (textual requirements in a use case related form) and just
find a specific mapping to the textual representation. The other elements of the approach are
fixed. So, the developers and engineers can model and use the modeling artefacts almost as
before, only the variation points have to be specified and entered into the decision model.

By centralizing all variability-related information in the decision model changes can be
localized. Deriving new products, can be controlled with the help of the decision model,
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by instantiating all decision variables. So, having an extra model where variability is
centralized encapsulates the variability concern throughout the lifecycle.

We describe a process for deriving an adequate mapping inSection 6. Here, we will
describe how the five components of the approach are implemented by our approach.

4.1. The decision model

The decision model was initially devised in the context of the Synthesis approach for
variability management [28]. In the meantime, this technique has been widely applied both
in research and in industry [2,27,29,31,34,35,40].

The specific kind of decision model we propose is different from other approaches in
two ways:

• It is more comprehensive in terms of the information it contains.
• It does not explicitly relate to the variation points, but rather it defines decision variables

which are then referenced at the specific variation points using the decision evaluation
primitives.

The second characteristic makes this approach particularly notation independent.
A decision variable is a unique identifier for a variation. A decision variable can be used

for several variation points (e.g. the decision variable PRINTERDRIVER is used at each
variation point where the printer driver has to be chosen). Each of the decision variables
that is defined in the decision model is in turn described by the following information:

• Name: The nameof the defined decision variable; the name must be unique in the
decision model.

• Relevancy:The relevancyof a decision variable for an instantiation may depend on
other decision variables, e.g. the decision variable describing the memory size is only
valid if the decision variable describing the existence of memory is true. This can be
made explicit by the relevancy information.

• Description: A textualdescriptionof the decision captured by the decision variable.
• Range:Therangeof values that the decision variable can take on. This can be basically

any of the typical data types used in programming languages. However, instead of a
real or integer often only arange is important. Moreover, probably the most common
type is theenumeration, as the relevant values are often domain dependent. Further,
boolean variables are quite common.

• Cardinality: As opposed to other approaches, we do not emphasize the difference
between variables which can only assume a single value and variables that can assume
sets of values during application engineering. Rather, we define a selection criterion,
defining how many of the values of a decision variable can be assumed by it. This is due
to the fact that in practice we found cases where sets are required, but their cardinality
is restricted.

This is represented bym–n, similar to UML associations [37]. Thus, basically, all
decision variables get a set of values during application engineering. However, we use
1 as a shorthand notation for1–1and in this case we also write the value of the decision
variable as a single value (without curly brackets) and treat it for the purpose of decision
evaluation like a non-set value.
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• Constraints: Constraints are used to describe interrelations among different decision
variables. This is used to describe value restrictions imposed by the value of one variable
onto another variable. We use this approach also to describe therequires relationship, as
this can be treated as a special case in our framework. The constraints can of course also
contain domain knowledge. Consider for example the following constraint: the value
of the decision variable describing the memory size has to be>16384 if the decision
variable describing the existence of memory is true. This constraint at the same time
represents the domain knowledge that in the product line the minimum memory size is
16KB.1

• Binding times: A list of possible binding times, describing when the decision can be
bound. This can besource time, compile time, installation time, etc. Additional binding
times may exist, and can be product line specific. As opposed to the FODA work [27]
and many related approaches, we allow several binding times, meaning depending on
the specific product the variability may be bound at any of these times. This technique
was first introduced in ODM [42] as “binding sites”. In particular, this implies that a
development decision for one system may be an initialization decision for another—a
case we found quite frequently in practice.

Depending on the specific context of our industrial projects, we sometimes used slight
variations of this approach to decision modeling. However, regarding the information
content, it was always a subset of this information. In cases where we want to use the
decision model also as a basis for tracking implementation and planned evolution (as far
as the evolutionary aspects are described in the decision model), it is useful to define an
additional facet, describing the binding times already supported by the implementation.
This may of course include “not yet supported” and in general the supported binding times
should be later than or equal to the current binding times.

Using this description of a decision variable, we can define a decision model simply as a
set of decision variable definitions. For practical reasons this will usually be represented by
a table. However, especially for particularly large decision tables this may be impractical.
To handle this case hierarchical decision models have been proposed [14]. However, it
should be noted that there should be for practicality and consistency reasons only one
decision model for all process phases.

There is another reason that may lead to splitting the decision model, which is that
certain decisions may be relevant only for certain binding times. In this case it is useful to
define subsets of the decision model based on the binding times. Having split the decision
model then helps developers in using just the relevant part of the decision model at a
certain binding time. In this case it might be useful for some binding times like e.g. for
compile time to decompose the model into parts that can be directly implemented, e.g.,
using makefiles, or preprocessor directives. However, as these notations do not support the
full range of information that we require, it will always be necessary to keep additional
information in the form of comments in these representations.

The decision model provides the basis for describing the individual products, as a
specific product can be defined by assigning values to the decisions in the decision model,

1 Of course, this would usually be represented with a constant like MinMem Size:= 16384.
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where the constraints among the decisions determine the possible values. With these
assigned decisions the variation points related to the decisions can be instantiated.

This instantiation of variation points can be done manually by going through the list of
decision variables and giving values to the variables while respecting the constraints. In
order to give tool support here constraint techniques [33] could be helpful in supporting
the derivation.

4.2. Decision evaluation primitives

As a basis for describing the relationship, both among different decisions (in the
decision modelrelevancyandconstraints) as well as the relationship of a variation point
instantiation to a specific decision, we need to be able to describe complex evaluations of
the decisions. The basic constructs for describing these evaluations are called the decision
evaluation primitives. These primitives support three tasks:

• The description of therelevancydependences
• The description of theconstraintsdependences
• The description of the relation between variation points instantiations (selector types)

and the specific decisions

Thus, they support the components two and three of our approach. It would also be
possible to use three different approaches to satisfy these needs, however, it is of course
more practical to use an unified approach.

The following list provides some relations we use for decision evaluation:

sub real subset⊂
subeq subset or equal⊆
# cardinality of a set
in is element of a set
-> logical implication
<-> mutual implication (iff)

In addition logical relations (AND, OR, NOT) are used. Regarding the different contexts
in which we use these evaluation primitives we further differentiate:

• For describing therelevancydependency we need to derive a boolean value, i.e., a
logical expression. If for specific values for a product this value is evaluated astrue,
the corresponding decision variable is relevant for this product. By default all decision
variables are relevant. The relevancy relation is only used to eliminate certain decision
variables, which are not required in a certain context.

• For describing theconstraintswe need to buildrelational expressions, involving
the specific decision variable. Thus, the constraint MEMPRESENCE=TRUE->
MEM VALUE > 100 as part of the description of MEMVALUE would restrict the
possible values of MEMVALUE in case MEMPRESENCE would be true.

• Finally, for describing the relation between variation points and decision values,
we need bothlogical expressionand value expressions(e.g., integer, enumeration),
depending on the specific selector type.
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The approach to decision evaluation proposed here is very similar to expression
evaluation in existing programming languages or constraint languages, the main extension
being that we may need to deal with set values.

4.3. Supported selector types

Many different types of variability have been proposed in literature: optionalities,
alternatives, set-optionalities (a set of options may be selected), etc. In our approach
we differentiate between the variation point, i.e., the “point” in a generic artifact where
variation may occur, and the specific possible instantiations along with the logic for
selecting among them. The latter we call a selector.

Based on our practical experience we deem the following types of variability selectors
to be the most relevant. They are neither minimal nor do they cover all proposed concepts,
but they have been found to be sufficient from a practical point of view:

• Optionality: A property either exists in a product or not.
• Alternative: Two possible resolutions for the variability exist and for a specific product

only one of them can be chosen.
• Set alternative: Only a single instance may be selected out of a range of possible

alternatives.
• Set selection:Several variabilities may be simultaneously selected for inclusion in a

product.
• Value reference:The value of the decision variable can be directly included in the

product line model. (This, of course, only makes sense with decision variables that only
assume a single variable in application engineering.)

We chose to support alternative, set alternative and set selection although the first
two are a specialisation of set selection due to practicability. Having alternative and set
alternative as explicit variability types makes the product line artifacts much shorter and
better readable. All these variability selector types are mapped to specific representations in
the context of a specific notation. InSection 6we describe an approach for developing such
a mapping. Optionality and alternative use logical expressions to determine the specific
instantiation that shall be made. Set alternative, set selection, and value take a value
expression as basis. In addition set alternative and set selection take values as labels in
order to describe the variabilities that should be part of the instantiation.

A key task of the decision evaluation primitives is to relate a decision to a selector that
is used to define the instantiation of a variation point. We usually do not directly relate
the impact of a decision variable (like “decisionvariable< value” or “decisionvariable =
TRUE”) to the variation points as the same decision may easily have many different forms
of impact on the variation points. This allows us to decouple the decision itself from its
impact on the product line model (i.e., the specific implementation).

5. The meta-model

The approach we described in the previous section provides a basis for the customiza-
tion of representation mechanisms. In order to be effectively used, however, it needs
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Fig. 2. Representation-independent variability meta-model.

of course to be embedded in an artifact model, that describes how the product line artifacts
are built and instantiated. Our model is of course based on existing meta-models like
[5,16,35,44]. The model is, however, also unique in several ways:

• It simultaneously describes product line artifacts and their instantiation.
• It explicitly represents the selection process as we described it above.

The meta-model which is given inFig. 2 describes our representation-independent
variability in a UML notation. We can differentiate among elements that are relevant to our
specific variability management approach, which are shown in boxes and the remainder of
the model, which represents the general artifact relationship.

In the general part of the model there is little unusual to be found, apart from
the distinction between instantiated artifact and product line artifact. If we look at the
realization of the basic concepts introduced in the previous section, certain interesting
observations can be made.

The variability selectors are represented by an explicit selector element. This selector
element refers to selection conditions, which are composed in turn of decision evaluation
primitives. The selector element alsocontainsthe variable elements. This implies that
the selector elements do not themselves appear in the instantiated artifact, but only the
variable elements, which is exactly what is intended. A selector element then refers to
a variation point. This is a one-to-one relation, as the contents of a specific selection
may in turn depend on the variation point. It could, however, be useful to generalize this
relation.
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Thedecision modelis in turn represented as a collection of decisions, which are referred
to by the selection conditions. For determining instantiations we need in addition a value
list for these decisions as is shown in the meta-model.

Thedecision evaluation primitivesare used to form the selection conditions. Note that
we defined the decision evaluation primitives as generic constructs without a relation to
specific conditions.

6. Developing a representation-specific variability description approach

The concepts we discussed so far are representation independent. However, we need to
represent the variation points in the various lifecycle artifacts (domain model, code, etc.),
which employ a specific representation technique. Therefore we need to map the different
types of variabilities to the target notation.

The specific notation for the variation point may be graphical, text-based, or on any
other basis. The different selector types should be mapped in a homogenous manner to
this specification language. For each selection type a unique mapping must be found. This
mapping has to take a form so that confusion with other legal expressions in the target
specification language cannot occur.

Only this mapping from the selector types to the target specification mechanism must
be adapted for the different formalisms. The remaining concepts can be transferred in the
same manner throughout the representation mechanisms.

In order to derive a context-specific representation of variability mechanisms, we
basically need to perform the following steps:

1. Determine required level of granularity,
2. Identify approach for representing variability selectors,
3. Determine supported selector types,
4. Map selector types to target notation,
5. Analyze for special representation mechanisms.

We will briefly describe these steps in more detail below.

6.1. Determine level of granularity

Prior to determining a specific approach to variability representation, we need to
identify the kind of structures in the target notation, which we need to make variable.
This particularly implies to identify the granularity of constructs that can be variable.
Depending on the underlying notation, this can take on several forms. For example,
for business process representations, this may include individual process steps, complete
action sequences, or even business processes. These different levels may require specific
ways for representing them. Sometimes, we will find at this point that we will actually need
to support all these different levels, but even in this case this step is nevertheless important
as it leads us to performing a systematic inventory of the various levels we must support. It
also provides the basis for understanding the different views we must support. For example,
in the context of the example on business process notations we will describe later, it was
important to be able to represent variation in the flow of the business process themselves.
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At the same time the underlying approach allowed us to represent organizational structures.
However, the representation of variability was not relevant in this case.

6.2. Representing variability selectors

In order to represent variability based on an existing representation formalism, we must
extend it in a homogenous way, so that the variability representation is well integrated.
This requires a basic approach that is well compatible with the underlying notation. In
particular, for formally defined representation formalisms this requires an extension of
their underlying meta-model.

The most simple extension is possible in the context of text-based representations, as
their underlying meta-model allows any kind of description. In this context we will use
special delimiters of which we can be reasonable sure that they will not occur in the
remainder of the text. In our example we will use the delimiters “<<” and “>>” to identify
variability selectors. All the text that is enclosed in these “brackets” is then part of a
selector. The specific type of the selector is then given by a keyword. This approach of
course relies on the assumption that the delimiters will never occur in the remaining text.
As obvious as this case may seem, there are certain traps involved. For example may a
text-based representation mechanism include tables and figures: is it necessary to represent
variability in these structures as well? If so, additional selectors must be defined. We will
describe this later in our discussion of text-based approaches.

This step becomes much more difficult once we are discussing a notation with a more
stringent underlying meta-model. In this case we need to find a way to extend a model in a
smooth way. There are two main approaches to perform this extension:

• Use an existing selector construct for the representation in a specific way. We will see
this later in our example for mapping variability onto code.

• Introduce an extension to the meta-model. This can usually be done by using an existing
selector type in the specification and extending it. This establishes an analogy between
existing selectors and variability selectors. It also simplifies both the definition of the
variability representation as well as the later usage by the end users. We used this
approach repeatedly in the context of the business process specification we will describe
later.

Which of the two approaches is optimal depends on the specific notation and on existing
tool support. Sometimes, tools allow for an extension of the meta-model. In this case,
this approach is basically always preferable, as it can be more readily recognized on the
representation level.

6.3. Select supported selector type

In Section 4.3, we described the major existing selector types. In the context of a specific
modeling situation, we will usually only need a subset of these types.

In most cases, we will aim at supporting all available selector types. However, in some
cases, some types may not be appropriate:

• Optionality: In case the underlying notation requires that all steps are required in
some way (e.g., in business processes there may not occur any steps which are not
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connected in any way to the main process flow), it is inappropriate to use an optionality
as the removal of a step may decompose the overall flow in several unconnected
sub-flows.2

• Alternative: For some system types possibilities are hardly never exclusive, but can be
combined.

• Set alternative: This can be even rarer than the previous case. It is strongly context
dependent whether this selector type is particularly useful.

• Set selection:For certain notations (e.g., programming languages), the set alternative
must be instantiated by additionally providing some gluing mechanism for runtime. In
this case this selector must either be forbidden or treated in a special way.

• Value reference: It strongly depends on the level of abstraction of the notation how
important this mechanism is.

Based on the criteria described above, we select the selector types, that shall be
supported by our variability representation mechanism.

6.4. Map selector types to target notation

The next step is to identify a notation for each of the identified selectors. This is already
mainly determined by the decisions that have been made in the previous section. For
example, in the case of a text-based notation, we must determine a specific keyword for
the different selectors and we must define the specific notation for selecting individual
alternatives.

In other notations this might be more complex (e.g., the example for graphically-based
notation below), as different selector types might be more appropriately be mapped to
different elements of the meta-model of the underlying notation. A typical example is,
if the underlying notation provides something like anif and acasenotation it is more
intuitive to represent thealternativeandset alternativeselectors analogous to theif and
casenotational elements. We see this below in the example of the graphical notation where
we map some selectors to new elements of the ARIS notation, while mapping others to
variations of existing notational elements.

6.5. Analyze for special representation mechanisms

Finally, there might be some special notational elements that do particularly apply in
the context of the target notation. These can be examples like theoptional variant decision,
which is described in our extension of the ARIS-notation discussed below. This describes
basically an optional path. This path must be one of a larger set, which follow directly a
runtime decision in the ARIS-notation. In addition, this selector describes the condition
under which the path can be entered in case the path is present. A similar mixture of
runtime and variability selector can be seen for the general variant decision.

2 Of course, it would be possible to introduce a “repair”-semantic of optionality, e.g., the preceding and
next step are simply joined. We decided against this, in order to avoid the complexities introduced by multiple
links.
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7. Experience

The approach to variability management in product line modeling described above has
already been applied in several cases in industry. In order to provide a better understanding
of the application and usefulness of this approach, we will describe some of these case
studies.

In the first two case studies this was the first approach to variability management that
was introduced on the specification level. In both cases the group of people who had to
apply the technology was about 10–20. While there were some problems in the up-take
of this technology, we found after some cooperation time that the approach was accepted.
The third case study was only developed for illustration purposes.

7.1. Experiences with a text-based representation

Our variability management approach has been applied in practice with text-based
requirements in an embedded systems company.

Determine required level of granularity
A textual representation was chosen because the stakeholders in the domain were very

familiar with textual representations and not with other forms of requirements documents.
They had also invested considerable effort into the improvement of their approach to
textual requirements documentation. Therefore it was decided to base our extension of the
variability management approach on the existing textual representation of requirements.
The textual representation was accompanied by another representation that had to be
extended: tables. Consequently, the extension of the existing representation had to take
two representations into account, unstructured text and tables. We did explicitly exclude
graphical representations in this context.

Identify approach for representing variability selectors
In order to be able to model and manage variability, the existing mechanisms for

writing textual requirements had to be extended into a product line modeling approach.
According to our approach, only the mapping of the selector types onto the target
representation formalism had to be adapted. We decided to use a decision model as
described inSection 4.1that was realized using an Excel-table. A sanitized version of such
a table excerpt is shown inTable 1. We used the decision evaluation primitives shown in
Section 4.3. For the mapping of the selector types onto the textual specification we decided
to use textual constructs framed with “<<” “ >>”, as these are text fragments which so far
never occurred in this domain.

To represent variability in tables we decided to integrate an extra column into each table
and describe the relevancy of the row in the corresponding cell. It would also have been a
possibility to use the same approach as for text, so to use constructs framed with “<<” “ >>”
every time a variation point occurs in a table.

Select supported selector types
We decided not to support the set alternative, as it is a special case of the set selection.

Moreover, most instances we found during our work in this domain so far were instances
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Table 1
Example of a decision model

Name Relevance Description Range Selection Constraints Binding Times

Memory SystemMem Does the TRUE, 1 Compile
= True system have FALSE Time

memory?

Memory Size The amount 0..100.000 1 Memory=TRUE Installation,
of memory => Memory Size System
the system > 0 Initialisation
has (KB)

Time Measure- How is time Hardware, 1 Compile
ment measurement Software Time

done?

of the set selection anyway. So, in this case we supported the selector elements optionality,
alternative, set selection and value reference.

Map selector types to target notation
As we decided to use textual constructs framed with “<<” “ >>” we introduced a keyword

for each of the selected selector types. We described optional variability in the following
way:

<<opt expr1 / text>>.

Hereexpr1 is a logical expression. If it evaluates to true for a specific product (i.e.,
for the decision variable assignments for a specific product), thentext is included in
the instantiated product description. Similarly, for set alternative variability, we use the
term:

<<alt expr1 / value-1 / text1
/ value-2 / text2
.....>>.

Again,expr1 is a value expression, whilevalue-1..-n are values that are in the possible
range ofexpr1.

For set selection variability we used the same scheme. However, we found that it is
usually sufficient to use a decision variable as a basis. In order to express this case we
introduced the keywordmult:

<<mult expr1 / value-1 / text1
/ value-2 / text2
.....>>.

Finally, for value references the term<< value decision-variable>> was used.
As in tables, the text part of the expressions could be found in the table itself, we

left the text1 and text2 part out and so had a similar representation of variability in
tables.
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Fig. 3. An example using the textual notation.

Analyze for special representation mechanisms
To integrate specific information in the text we used the tag

<< specific text1>>

Here, information that was specific for a product or for parts of the product or
information and requirements that were not systematizable yet could be integrated.

By using this approach, we described the product line model.Fig. 3 shows a sanitized
excerpt of such a product line model document which includes optional, alternative, and
value variability. As expected, we could transfer our concepts in a straight-forward manner
to this domain. During modeling we identified about 50 decision variables and about
100 variation points which had to be introduced into the documentation. We modeled the
main subdomains of the system with these techniques (more than half of the system), the
additional subdomains will follow in the future. We expect that once the product line model
is complete, it will contain more than 100 decision variables and several hundred variation
points. The resulting domain models went through inspection by the company and were
well accepted by the development team. In particular the notation was considered to be
well readable and the resulting models to be well understandable.

7.2. Experiences with a graphical representation

We applied our approach to variability management in the context of product line
modeling in an environment, where a graphical notation was required. This notation was
based on the ARIS notation [38], a business process notation method for optimizing
business processes and implementing application systems, which was in turn the basis
for requirements definition for systems of the customer [40]. The ARIS notation should be
introduced in parallel with the variability notation in the company.

For determining the level of granularity, we had to consider the ARIS notation, which
provides the basis for this application of the approach that focusses on business processes.
For the second step, identification of an approach for representing variability selectors,
additional elements had to be defined in order to represent also system internal information
and control flows. The basic notational elements are shown inFig. 4. Our approach
focussed on augmenting this notation with additional variability elements that could be
used both in business processes as well as control flow modeling.
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Fig. 4. Basic notation for business processes (eEPK).

Fig. 5. An example business process.

In order to describe selections the ARIS modeling notation uses two notational
elements: the connector together with the event. Theconnectordefines the form of
selection, theeventdefines the different cases that can occur and under what circumstances
each of these paths is taken.Fig. 5 shows such an example business process with a
selection.

As described inSection 4, the decision model, the interaction approach, and the
relations can be taken verbatim. We only made some minor pragmatic modifications:

• The decision model had the same entries as defined above, with the exception of the
binding times. There was no need to capture the binding time as this was always
implicitly the modeling phase. Further there was one additional entry: the actual values
for the various systems could also be defined as part of the decision description, so the
instantiation of the model to products was part of the decision model here. This had
pragmatic reasons, as in this case the number of systems was small. The decision model
was then simply written as a web page, as much documentation in this environment was
kept in an intranet-based manner.

• The decision evaluation primitives were used as described inSection 4.2.
• Regarding the different forms of variability, we decided to not support the value-

reference, as we did not find a case where we would need this approach. Also the
alternative is always described as a single selection.

When mapping the various variant discriminators it is key to keep in mind that we
are using here a notation that imposes certain restrictions, for example, by removing some
variation the overall flow may not fall apart. Thus, we can only remove certain (alternative)
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Fig. 6. Symbols added for variants.

paths from the control flow or complete business processes. This has been ensured by the
specific selection and definition of the variability notation. Based on the above decisions
we defined the mapping of the basic selector types onto the representation mechanisms. In
order to enable the users of the approach to clearly differentiate between the basic notation
and any variability information, we defined completely different notational elements,
which, however, fit into the overall approach.Fig. 6shows the different notational elements
we introduced. We also adopted the differentiation between decision symbol (connector)
and selectors for a specific flow (event), which is typical of ARIS.

Based on the restrictions given by the control flow, we mapped the selector types
optionality, multiple selection and single selection we selected for representation, in the
following manner:

Optionality: This implies that a certain path may either be part of a system variant (an
instantiation), or not. Thus, we need to attach two forms of information to it:
the situation in which this path is part of the final model and if it is part of the
final model, the (runtime) situation in which it is actually taken. The second part
obviously corresponds to the event mechanism in the ARIS business modeling
approach, while the former is the optionality-specific addition. We thus added the
optional variant decision to the modeling language. As shown inFig. 6 it consists
of a runtime decision and a domain decision part. The domain decision part in
turn uses the decision evaluation primitives as described inSection 4.2in order
to describe whether the branch started with this decision should be part of the
instantiated model. The runtime decision part in turn is annotated using the ARIS-
notation in order to describe what will happen in case this branch is selected.

Single selection:The single selection is mapped to the unique variant decision (cf.Fig. 6).
This works similar to a runtime decision in ARIS, with replacing connectors by
the unique variant decision and the events to the variant discriminator (cf.Fig. 7).
In this case we restricted the expression for selecting among the various paths to
a decision variable, with the variant discriminators showing the different values.
Note that upon resolution of the variability none of the notational symbols for
variability will remain in the instantiated flow.

Multiple selection: The multiple selection has been mapped in very much the same way
as the single selection. The main reason for having both of them was clarity
of the instantiation semantics. In a work flow (or control flow) representation
like ARIS, a runtime decision must remain upon resolution of the specification
variability in the case of a multiple selection.3 This is different from the single

3 Note that in the context of this case study [1], we differentiated only between specification time and runtime.
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Fig. 7. Example for the description of variants.

selection where all variability symbols are removed upon instantiation. Here, they
are transformed into runtime variability (if more than one option is chosen) and
so stay as decisions in the product and will not be bound at a binding time before.

This approach to modeling was used for modeling several systems in the domain of
merchandising information systems and a product line of about ten e-commerce shops. We
found this approach to be easily applicable to these systems. Especially in the e-commerce
context it was also well accepted by the development personnel.

7.3. UML-based representation

Different extensions to the UML or to parts of the UML have already been made by
others [7,17,20,45]; this includes extensions of use cases or extensions of architec-
ture/design related parts of UML like class diagrams. Also more general approaches to
extending UML have been described [2,14].

We have developed a notation that complies to our variability modeling approach by
extending use case diagrams (seeFig. 8) and textual use cases following the notation of
Cockburn [11]. This extension was already described in [25,26]. We used this notation
in two case studies. In one case study we applied product line concepts on an example
product line of mobile phones throughout the lifecycle in the context of the ViSEK
Project (a Virtual Software Engineering Competence Center with emphasis on empirical
studies) [47]. In the second case study we modeled the requirements on a variable cruise
control (for an overview seeFig. 8) with different approaches like Use Cases, Features [27]
and Design Spaces [6]. When developing this representation-specific approach we first
had to determine the level of granularity. As we wanted to extend mechanisms used for
requirements specification, we decided to extend use case diagrams and textual use cases
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Fig. 8. Use case diagram with variability.

in order to have an overview and a more detailed description mechanism for requirements
in use cases.

An important requirement for identifying the approach for representing variability
selectors was that the extension is supported by common UML-modeling tools like Visio or
Rational Rose and that the textual extension can easily be integrated into a word processor.
We decided to use stereotypes for the extensions of Use Case diagrams and XML-like
tags for extending the textual use cases. Also optional and alternative selector types in
the diagrams and optional, alternative and set selection and value reference in the textual
use cases are supported. The mapping of the selector types to the target notation UML was
given by using the different stereotypes<<opt>> for optionality,<<alt>> for alternative and
<<variant>> for variable parts. Variability was distinguished in local variability (variability
within a use case) and global variability (whole variable parts, like the grey<<opt distance
regulator>> within an optional or alternative part of the use case diagram (seeFig. 8). For
the textual representation we used tags like

< variant OPT> text1 < /variant>

As this notation is similar to the notation described inSection 7.1, we will not go into
further detail here.
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7.4. Implementation representation

Similarly to textual or graphical mapping a mapping to an implementation can be done.
As an example, we use the mapping to a compile-time binding, based on the C language.
The obvious approach for this is to use the C preprocessor. The preprocessor provides
macro capabilities that can be used to select the code that is compiled. This language is
very restricted. It allows us to use#define to define a macro (which may contain param-
eters). It also allows us to test for complex expressions using#if and whether a variable is
defined (#ifdef ). In addition an#include directive allows us to include a large part of C
code at the corresponding position.

Following our process, we first have to determine the required level of granularity.
Possible levels of granularity could be file level, function level, statement, or even sub-
statement level. According to our experience, usually, we will need to be able to support
all of these. To represent variability and variability selectors, different approaches exist. In
a C environment, it is usually necessary to support all levels, which basically requires to
use the preprocessor as a basis to implement fine-grained variability. In particular, we can,
as we show here, represent individual decision variables as precompiler variables (e.g.,
Memory Size and TimeMeasurement inFig. 9).

This technique enables us to map the decision model itself to preprocessor directives
also. The relevancy-section of a decision variable can in this case be mapped by defining
the preprocessor variable only if the corresponding decision variable is relevant (not shown
in the example). The constraints will usually only be mapped, if they lead to a unique value
for a decision variable, as in this case it can be automatically be defined.

The description of dependences on the decision variable values for a specific product
is then described using the#if directive. So we can map in a straightforward manner
optionality and alternative. In order to map a set alternative we can use the#elif construct
as shown inFig. 9. The set selection can not be directly translated. Rather, we actually
need to break it down into the different specific cases. Finally, the value reference can be
used in a straightforward manner, as this is automatically resolved by the preprocessor. In
addition, it is common to use the#ifdef directive as a shorthand notation in the context of
boolean decisions.

In Fig. 9, we illustrate the translation of an optionality (TimeMeasurement) and of
a set alternative (MemorySize). Both examples are based on the decision model given
in Table 1. As the example illustrates, the translation into the C preprocessor language
can be cumbersome and the expressiveness of the C preprocessor may impose some
restrictions. This can be improved by using more powerful preprocessors. To some extent
also constraints from the decision model can be implemented using the preprocessor.
However, in our example, we simply assume that permissible values are initially provided
to the preprocessor.

8. Conclusion

In this paper we have described an approach to variability modeling in a product line
context. The development of this approach was driven from the need for an approach that
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Fig. 9. An example using the C preprocessor.

can be easily applied in a wide range of practical contexts and in combination with many
different specification techniques.

The key contribution of this approach is that it provides a general framework that
allows the introduction of variability management into a wide range of existing notations.
Thus, it allows us to separate the dimensions of the adequate representation of the
content from the description of the variability. As an additional benefit, the genericity
of the underlying approach allows us to use it throughout the different lifecycle stages
in an integrated manner. The usage of the decision model supports the comprehensive
treatment of variability across the lifecycle stages. In particular, it enables traceability of
the variability concerns through the different lifecycle stages. The planned evolution in
the space of the products can be coped with by the decision model, for evolution over
time we use configuration management techniques [30]. This integration of our variability
management approach and configuration management approaches is still an open point and
should be investigated in the future.

The approach has already been applied in some industrial applications, supporting its
real-world applicability although there has been no tool support other than standard tools
like Microsoft Visio, Excel and Word. We expect to perform more applications in industrial
settings in the future. They will further demonstrate the applicability of the approach
throughout all lifecycle stages.
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